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construction program supports USFK commanders' hallmark of the

Nominations Open for Federal Engineer of the Year Award

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MICHAEL KADUS, ROBERT SCHNEIDER, ANNABEL SHARNOWSKI, Maryland.

Sharnowski Coxsackie, New York) is studying civil engineering at Clarkson University.

ABET-accredited programs this academic year.

The $5,000 accredited engineering degree program at a four-year college or university.

enrolled in, or graduated from, an ABET-accredited engineering program.

Hightower, P.E. Fellowship

Markie Ash talented students pursuing engineering. Meet the 2021 winners:

Meet the 2021 Scholarship Winners

This individual would be responsible for making decisions related to protecting the development process.

To protect the public from the potential dangers of artificial intelligence applications, a credentialed individual to ensure these considerations are made can reduce risk responsibility should include having the authority to approve or reject the process,

"This individual would be responsible for making decisions related to protecting the market view, reflected in the language of their model legislation, a visit to a threat to the rigorous and established professional standards followed by PEs,

Stay up to date on legislative issues through the

Bronze Sponsors
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shared by Andy Meyers, P.E.

Island

opportunity in Milwaukee. It will soon be replaced by a major new development.

Treasurer – Kevin Fry, P.E.

Vice President (Membership) – Norm Arendt, PhD

Vice President (Legislative) - Glen Schwalbach, P.E.

Past President and National Delegate-  John Brome, P.E.

President Elect - Fred Groth, P.E.

Upcoming PEAK Mini Conferences:

Location

in a day.

known as 'PEAK' (Professional Engineers Advancing Knowledge), is a cost

hours (PDH’s) now required for maintaining professional engineer (PE)

membership on their campus's website.  When we have the link (and permission to

Through John Brome's persistence, MSOE is planning on promoting NSPE-WI

Professional Engineers Advancing Knowledge (MSOE Seminar)

nation, plus leadership training, multi-disciplinary networking, educational

network of professional engineers in the Wisconsin chapter and throughout the

By Andy Meyers, P.E.

maintain a healthy state organization.

The logical choice for each chapter would be option #2 which, annually, would be

The current plan for the 2022 NSPE-WI Discovery Conference is to remain virtual

2022 Discovery Conference Sneak Peek

*required.

A Zoom link will be sent a few days before the webinar.  Individual links are

WSPE members: to register yourself and/or to sponsor a guest,

Dr. Bulent Sarlioglu

Some early ideas are to have more of a university presence to promote

By Phil O'Leary
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board decided that option #1 was not a feasible alternative.  Therefore, the
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Just prior to our annual meeting last June, the WSPE State board agreed to pay for

All members are encouraged to attend despite where they are located.
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